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Preserving Sacred Lands and Ecosystems: Conservation of Bali’s World 
Heritage 
 
The vernacular of the world’s traditional and indigenous peoples has historically 
inspired innovation in the field of architecture. However, so far there has been minimal 
impact on the fields of landscape architecture and urbanism. Meanwhile ecologists 
and conservationist biologists have begun to respond to a powerful critique from 
anthropologists, who point out that “indigenous peoples live in most of the ecosystems 
that conservationists are so anxious to protect.”  Some studies go further, suggesting 
that indigenous peoples have not simply been preserving, but catalytically increasing 
ecosystem biodiversity, through subtle modifications and ecological mimicry, for 
millennia.  
 
The following essay migrates this bio-cultural model of conservation into the field of 
landscape architecture, using a case study of the Subak Cultural Landscapes of Bali. 
Landscape architecture is presently querying how design can successfully manifest 
complex human and non-human species interactions. As for the vernacular, the 
neglected practices of indigenous peoples have the potential to cast new light upon 
ecological design practices. Influencing Architecture’s fascination with the non-
pedigreed architecture, Bernard Rudofksy accounted that the vernacular remains 
unnoticed, being overshadowed by our western fixation on the higher arts, coupled by 
a lack of documentation of these vernacular practices.  This alternative theory of the 
Indigenous Landscape System affords a new direction of inquiry for landscape 
architecture, prompting the exploration of the cultural landscape to inspire ecological 
innovation and an engagement with the ancient that we are only beginning to 
understand. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


